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NEW
TOOLING!
1:76 SCALE 

RANGE ROVER 
VELAR SE

Issue 235 UK & EIRE 2 Guineas (2.10) USA $5.00

Water Bowser - Alan Sparkes
The water bowser is a brand new addition to the 

Oxford series from the nostalgic age of steam power.  

Water bowsers were a great way of carrying extra 

water either to areas where there was insufficient 

piped water or to accompany steam vehicles which 

needed topping up during the course of their daily work.

The period version modelled here in 1:76 scale probably

held around 8 gallons which could be siphoned off by

opening the tap and hose. 

The black tank is sitting on a brown frame 

and has bright red wheels.  The water 

supplier’s details - Alan Sparkes of Stanton 

Drew, Bristol - are printed on the sides of the bowser,

which is registered CF 3348.  The rear of the tank

indicates its use for steam cultivation.  Put it alongside

your steam agricultural engines for extra interest.

NEW
Tooling!

NEWWater Bowser - Alan Sparkes
                                   SCALE        PRICE
76WB001        1:76   £8.95

NEW
Tooling!

NEWFowler Plough - 
Blue and RedFowler Plough - Blue and Red

John Fowler was born in Wiltshire in 1826 into a wealthy

Quaker family.  He was a talented agricultural engineer

and inventor and is credited with being the inventor of

the steam-driven plough engine, which ‘mechanised’ the

agricultural industry in the 19th century.  In 1886, 

he formed a limited company John Fowler & Co. Ltd 

and moved to Leeds, where he was at the forefront in 

the production of steam-powered agricultural engines 

and operating machinery.

Oxford’s newly tooled Fowler plough is an example of

such a piece of operating machinery and appears in bright

blue with red wheels and steel coloured furrowing blades.

The towhook to attach it to the ploughing engine in front

is also a bright steel grey metal colour.  The wheel

surrounds are earth coloured, as they would be in real

life, being put to use in the fields. 

                       SCALE      PRICE
76PL001  1:76  £9.95
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1:76 SCALE
Fowler B6 Road Locomotive - ‘Titan’ 
Spur & Inman and Co., Wakefield
The name of John Fowler of Leeds is synonymous 

with steam locomotives and the company obviously

produced this  B6 Road Locomotive for another

famous 19th Century boiler maker Spur & Inman 

down the road in Wakefield.  Established in the mid

1860s, they worked out of Eastmoor Boiler Works,

Wakefield, making everything from boilers to water

tanks to bridges, boasting ‘Repairs Promptly

Attended To’.  Spur & Inman were

operational for over 100 years, right up

until 1960 before being taken over by 

E Green & Son.  A memorable

achievement, indeed.

The 1:76 scale model of the road

locomotive is presented with an upright

chimney, decorated in all-over black with a light 

brown finish to the inside of the roof.  It comes with the

usual finely detailed line-work you have come to expect

from Oxford, printed in red, gold and ochre.  Registered

HL 930, the Titan

nameplate on the boiler side is finished in red and

gold and a final detail comprises a textured

finish to the huge stone-coloured wheels.

Canvassed Trailer - Maroon/Red
This is a great little trailer to hook up to a suitable

van or tractor unit of the period, registered 372

JLC. The canvas sheeting is moulded in mid grey

with slightly darker grey ropes and load.  The

trailer itself sits on a black chassis with maroon

flatbed section, red wheels and black mudguard

and towbar.  The very useful trailer could

even be hooked up to a railway vehicle in

00 gauge to enhance a railway yard.

Dodgem Trailer - Anderton & Rowland
Oxford’s very useful trailer is put to good

use here, supporting the Dodgems for that

famous West of England Showman family

Anderton & Rowland.  Decorated in steel

blue on a bright red chassis with red wheels

and tow bar, our trailer is registered DCO

265 and the printing on the rear door reads

No. 7.  The graphics on the sides detail the

exciting Dodgem ride as the Super Psychedelic

Speedway in colourful dropped shadow.  The model

will sit very comfortably amongst your A & R support

vehicles on your Showmans shelf. NEWDodgem Trailer -
Anderton & Rowlands
                          SCALE       PRICE
76DTR002  1:76  £11.95

NEWCanvassed Trailer -
Maroon/Red
                          SCALE       PRICE
76CTR002  1:76  £13.95

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
Tel: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

NEWFowler B6 Road Locomotive -
‘Titan’ Spur & Inman and Co.
                                    SCALE       PRICE
76FOW004       1:76  £16.95
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1:76 SCALE
Range Rover Velar SE - Firenze Red
Brand new to Oxford’s series of Range Rovers, we are

pleased to present the Range Rover Velar, 

the latest model to emerge from

Jaguar Land Rover’s Solihull

production plant, exuding the

ultimate in sporty image with

performance too.  Designed by

Gerry McGovern, the Velar was

launched in the spring of 2017,

classed as a British compact

luxury crossover SUV.  It shares several

common components with its contemporary XE, XF,

Pace and F Jaguar stable mates including its aluminium

platform and wheelbase.  With nine engine options from 

a 2.0L Turbo Diesel to the latest 5.0L Supercharged V8, 

it has a top speed of 135 mph, petrol or diesel fuel

options and a fuel consumption from 37 mpg.  The 5-door

Velar also comes with state of the art cockpit features

such as touchscreens which control most of the internal

functions.  Prices start at £45K for the basic model, 

rising to around £65K for the top spec.

To launch our 1:76 scale replica, we’ve chosen a rich

cherry red colour scheme with black roof, spoiler and

external rim.  It is registered GV17 WVM from the first

production year.  The interior is a deep grey.  Exterior

silver masking has been applied to the wheels, radiator

grille and lower rear panel.

NEWRange Rover Velar SE -
Firenze Red
                          SCALE       PRICE
76VEL001  1:76   £6.45

NEW
Tooling!

Ford Capri Mk III - Peppermint Sea Green
This colourway is one of the more unusual

shades associated with the third generation

Ford Capri, which made its debut in 1978.  

Our model of the 3.0S, registered VHK 494S,

has black interior and exterior trim.

The Ford Capri had made great waves when it was

first introduced in 1977 when it proved especially popular

with the hotrods of the day.  The MK III featured not only

the previous engine size and transmission features but

now had the 3.0S spec including a 4 speed manual gear

box or automatic transmission.  It also had improved

aerodynamics over the Mk I and II, resulting in improved 

performance and fuel

economy.  Easily recognised by the quad headlights and

black aeroflow grille and sawtooth rear lamp lenses -

authentically replicated on our 1:76 model - it was

assembled by Ford Europe in their German factories.

Jaguar XE - Narvik Black
The Jaguar XE was designed by Ian Callum

and manufactured by Jaguar in the UK,

appearing in the spring of 2015.  It was

reputed to be the most advanced,

efficient and refined sports saloon that

Jaguar had ever produced.  Its attributes

include a dynamic, smooth and responsive

drive.  Classed as a top of the range executive car, the

four-door saloon comes as either a rear or 4-wheel drive

vehicle and features a front engine, LED headlights, a wide

grille and distinctive front bumper.

The exterior features of the ‘real thing’ are authentically

captured on Oxford’s 1:76 scale model which makes its

third entrance in a dramatic black, relieved only by the 

individually designed wheels with chrome finish and the

front grille surround.  The interior is also completely

black.  The model is registered 0W16 FVN, the second

year of manufacture.

NEW
                          SCALE       PRICE
76JXE003  1:76   £6.45

Jaguar XE - Narvik Black

NEWFord Capri Mk III -
Peppermint Sea Green
                          SCALE       PRICE
76CAP009  1:76   £5.95
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1:76 SCALE
Austin A40 MkII - Maroon B/Snowberry White
For its seventh outing, our 1:76 scale Austin A40 is

registered LHH 648F from 1967, the last year of

manufacture.  It appears in deep maroon with an

off-white roof, complemented with chrome

exterior trim and ivory interior seating.

The A40 Mk. II was known popularly as the Austin

A40 Farina which denoted it from previous Austin

models.  Classed as a small family car, it was made

by Austin (BMC) Innocenti between 1958 and 1967 and

came as a 2-door saloon, 2-door hatchback or 3-door

van.  It was superseded by the Austin 1100. 

Ford Popular - Red/Black
A rather unusual two-tone colour scheme is used for the

sixth release on Oxford’s Ford Popular from the early

1950s.  The bright red and black livery is complemented

with chrome exterior trim whilst the interior is black

with dark red seating and a brown steering wheel.  

The 2-door, four seater Ford is registered 752 FVW.

Manufactured in England between 1953 and 1962, 

at the time it was Britain’s lowest priced car at £390

including taxes. Capable of a top speed of 60 mph, 

it did 36.4miles to the gallon.  An optional starting handle,

key operated boot and semaphore signalling were also

the trademarks of this simple little car that was the pride

of many families in the early 1950s.

NEWAustin A40 MkII - Maroon
B/Snowberry White
                          SCALE       PRICE
76AA007    1:76   £5.95

Bentley Continental Fastback - Gunmetal 
1:43 scale collectors have already been treated to this

model in exactly the same colour scheme

of mid grey, registered TLC 389.

The interior seating is mid

brown with brown door panels. 

The Bentley Continental S1

was manufactured between

1955 and 1959 by Bentley

Motors at their Crewe Works,

coming with a 4-speed automatic gearbox and 4.9L

engine.  It was a high performance version of the standard

saloon, appearing as a 4 seater, 2-door drophead coupé.  

MGB Roadster - Bronze Yellow
Oxford’s MGB Roadster, the classic 2-door

sports car from the 1960s, makes its latest

appearance in a dark yellow colour scheme

with black tonneau and black interior.

Manufactured by BMC and then the Austin

Morris division of British Leyland until 1980,

our model is registered WHJ 62J from 1970.  

The distinctive MG badge features in the centre of the

bootlid and also at the top of the chrome radiator grille.

NEWBentley Continental 
Fastback - Gunmetal 
                          SCALE       PRICE
76BCF004  1:76   £5.95

NEW
                          SCALE       PRICE
76FP006    1:76   £5.95

Ford Popular - Red/Black

NEWMGB Roadster - Bronze Yellow
                                     SCALE       PRICE
76MGB009       1:76   £5.75
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1:76 SCALE

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
Tel: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

Morris Eight E Series Saloon - Red/Black
The Morris Eight Series E represented a major upgrade of

the original Series Eight model and was produced

between 1938 and 1948, during which time over 120,000

were sold.  It came in several formats and our Oxford

version is based on the 4-door saloon, registered

AVV 361.  Designwise, the series E was longer,

wider and heavier with internal refinements like a

parcel tray the length of the dashboard and an

inbuilt luggage compartment.  The car had a four

speed gearbox with synchromesh in 2nd, 3rd and top

gear and had a top speed of 58 mph.

The 1:76 scale Oxford replica is decorated in bright red

with black masking to wings, wheel arches and wheel

rims, with additional trim in silver.  The interior is dark

red, rounding off a vehicle which spanned the immediate

pre-World War II period through to the late 1940s.

Ford Escort XR3 - Prairie Yellow
Introduced as a sporting ‘hot hatch’ version of the MK III

Ford Escort, the XR3 was a popular favourite of the

1980s petrol heads.  They liked its racy look and

performance, which when it was first

developed in 1980 comprised a tuned up

version of the 1.6 with a twin-choke

carburettor, upgraded suspension and a few

cosmetic upgrades.  It was to be a couple of

years later that the fuel-injection XR3i arrived! 

The newly decorated Oxford 1:76 version of the

XR3 comes in an eye-catching bright yellow with

contrasting black trim, registered RWX 295W from 1980.

The interior of our model is also black.

Austin Atlantic Saloon - Ensign Red
The Austin Atlantic saloon was one of the first post-war

cars produced in its entirety by the Austin

Motor Company.  It was launched in

1949 and production lasted until

1952.  Just under 8000 were

produced, half of which were

exported, including a small

number to the USA.  It came as a

four- seater, either a 2-door coupé

or 2-door convertible.  The car had

a top speed of just over 90 mph, did 0-60 in 

16.6 seconds and its fuel consumption was nearly 22 mpg.

When new, it cost £824 including taxes.

The Austin Atlantic makes its latest Oxford appearance in

bright red with black masked tonneau and ivory interior,

registered NJH 347.  Exterior trim is in silver and chrome

and we like the whitewall tyres with a red finish

particularly.  The colourful Austin badge sits vertically on

the narrow radiator grille with the Austin of England

name printed in silver behind the front wheel arches.

NEWMorris Eight E Series
Saloon - Red/Black
                             SCALE     PRICE
76MES006  1:76  £5.75

NEWFord Escort XR3 -
Prairie Yellow
                             SCALE     PRICE
76XR007     1:76  £5.95

NEWAustin Atlantic Saloon -
Ensign Red
                             SCALE     PRICE
76ATL005    1:76  £5.95
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1:76 SCALE
Citroen H Catering Van - Coca Cola
The Citroen H was produced by Citroen

between 1947 and 1981, during which

time it did not change very much.

There were only three body styles

available on this panel van and most

of the component parts were

interchangeable with later

Citroen vehicles.  

For its third release, we see the

Van in the vibrant period red

Coca Cola colour scheme 

with their signature white

lettering.  The graphics on

the back promote the option

to ‘Drink Coca Cola in Bottles’ 

and the sides feature a ‘six pack’ of the original shaped

Coke bottles in full colour with ‘Delicious and Refreshing’

advertising.  The framework for the side-vending window

is painted red and the remaining trim is silver.  An extra

feature sees the silver radiator with a white vertical line

running down the centre, also incorporating the silver

Citroen logo.  The interior is grey.

Ford Transit MK5 - Parcelforce
Our up to date Ford Transit Mk5 is 

a popular vehicle in real life with

Parcelforce, which is why we have

chosen to introduce their signature

livery of bright red and white,

registered AO56 HNZ, on this 

long wheelbase high roof version.  

The graphics include the reverse

printed website address across 

the front the bonnet and the ‘GLS

Network Partner’ lettering on the

cabin doors.  

Land Rover Series IIA SWB Hard Top - Royal Mail
(Post Office Recovery)
This Land Rover has already appeared in 1:43 scale and 

it is presented once more for 1:76 scale and 00

railway enthusiasts in the same livery, registered

XAH 758H from 1969.  Additional interest sees

an orange roof beacon and Post Office Recovery

white lettering along the side edges of the roof. 

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
Tel: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

NEWCitroen H Catering Van -
Coca Cola
                               SCALE      PRICE
76CIT003CC  1:76  £8.45

NEWFord Transit MK5 -
Parcelforce
                            SCALE      PRICE
76FT034     1:76  £6.45

NEWLand Rover Series IIA SWB Hard Top -
Royal Mail (Post Office Recovery)
                                                       SCALE      PRICE
76LR2AS002                 1:76  £5.95
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1:76 SCALE

Accessories Pallet Load - Gossages Dry Soap
Load your period flatbeds with these pallets full of

Gossages Dry Soap, made by the Widnes based 

Gossages Soap Company until World War II.

Accessories Pallet Load - Spam
Cold, fried or battered, SPAM is another great British

institution and your pallet load of SPAM could be heading

for a supermarket near you, by road or even rail! 

Accessories Pallet Load - Corona Squash
Fill your truck with this blue and yellow pallet load of

Corona ‘Sparkling and Fruit Squash’!

Accessories Pallet Load - Kennomeat
Even our four-legged friends have to eat and this load of

dog meat features the red and yellow Kennomeat logo.

Sherpa Van - White
Our popular British Leyland (Austin

Morris) van, manufactured from the mid

1970s to 2006 has appeared in the

Oxford Small Commercials series in

1:76 scale with a variety of

liveries but for this release,

we’ve left it plain white

with no registration

plate, badges or

decoration of any kind

in Minibus format.

Either leave it in

pristine condition as the

legendary white van or put

your own stamp on it!   

NEWSherpa Van - White
                             SCALE       PRICE
76SHP010   1:76   £6.95

NEWAccessories Pallet Load -
Spam
                            SCALE      PRICE
76ACC010   1:76  £5.95

NEWAccessories Pallet Load -
Gossages Dry Soap
                            SCALE      PRICE
76ACC009   1:76  £5.95

NEWAccessories Pallet Load -
Kennomeat
                            SCALE      PRICE
76ACC012   1:76  £5.95

NEWAccessories Pallet Load -
Corona Squash
                            SCALE      PRICE
76ACC011   1:76  £5.95
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AVIATION1:72
SCALE

AMERICAN1:87
SCALE

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
Tel: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

NEW
Tooling!

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

Dornier Do 335 Pfeil -
Smithsonian Museum
                  SCALE       PRICE
AC048  1:72  £17.95

NEW1946 DeSoto Suburban -
Noel Green
                               SCALE      PRICE
87DS46001   1:87  £6.95

1946 DeSoto Suburban - Noel Green
New to the 1:87 scale Oxford series of American Classic

cars is the DeSoto Suburban which was first made in the

USA post World War Two in 1946, modelled on the car

manufacturer’s previous long wheelbase DeSoto cars.

Also different from its predecessors, it had four doors

and could seat eight people, which had great appeal for

families and also provided an opportunity for use as a taxi

cab. Weighing nearly two tons, the DeSoto was powered

by a Chrysler inline 6 cylinder engine, promising a smooth

ride for its occupants.  Most DeSotos were fitted with a

luggage rack at production stage, providing an additional

luggage facility.

Our launch model is tooled up on the 1946 version of

the DeSoto Suburban, which in real life went on being

produced until 1954.  It is painted in an unusual green

body colour with brown interior seating and steering

wheel.  The bumpers, large radiator grille, waistband 

and hub caps are trimmed in silver.  As per the original, 

our model also features a roof rack finished in silver with

brown slats.  It is registered in Ohio as 140 FT -1946.
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1:43 SCALE

Land Rover Series II SWB Hard Top - 
Post Office Telephones (Yellow)
The Post Office was a keen user of the Land Rover and

here we see the Series II short wheel base station wagon

version with a hard top in the yellow livery of the Post

Office Telephones division.  Registered SYF 4F, we see

from the writing on the doors that it came under the

direction of the Telephone Manager in Portsmouth.

The familiar corporate yellow colour scheme of this

period in Post Office Telephone vehicles includes the

colourful Crown printed above each of the rear wheels

and a silver waistband running along the Land Rover

sides.  Other exterior trim is finished in silver but note

the additional detail of the black winch pillar and yellow

winch bar. 

The model is another useful filler in your Post Office

vehicle timeline.

AC Aceca - Red
The second release on the new AC Aceca represents the

British made two door coupé produced by Bristol AC

Cars between 1954 and 1963.  In real life, the Aceca

featured the innovative hatchback shape only seen

previously on the Aston Martin DB2/4.  Its 2.0L and 2.6L

engine option also added to its appeal and it came with a

4 speed manual gearbox.  Classed as a grand tourer, the

hand built Aceca cost £1722 for the basic spec.

Our 1:43 scale replica appears in bright red with exterior

chrome trim and silvered wheels.  Registered XGT 517,

the interior is moulded with red seating, door panels and

flooring.  The black dashboard has wood effect panelling

and black instrument panel.  

NEWAC Aceca - Red
                             SCALE       PRICE
43ACE002   1:43  £24.95

NEW
Land Rover Series II SWB
Hard Top - Post Office
Telephones (Yellow)
                               SCALE      PRICE
43LR2S004   1:43  £16.95
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1:76 SCALE

NEWPlaxton Panorama - NBC Ribble
                                      SCALE        PRICE
76PAN009         1:76   £19.95

Plaxton Panorama - NBC Ribble
The Ribble Motor Company started operating in 1919

and grew into the largest bus and coach operator in the

North West.  It became part of the National Bus

Company in 1969.  In 1972 its famous cherry red and

cream livery was changed as part of NBC’s corporate

identity to white on the new single deckers.  Our single

deck coach is typical of this era, registered TRN 745 but

still featuring the Ribble Motor Services name on the rear

and their address in Frenchwood, Preston on the side

behind the front wheel.  The familiar red and blue

National graphics are printed on the sides and rear of the

vehicle and a final detail sees the coach going to

Blackpool as the X55.

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
Tel: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

NEWScammell Highwayman
Tanker - Pointer
                          SCALE       PRICE
76SHT002  1:76  £16.95

Scammell Highwayman Tanker - Pointer
Founded in 1921 by George Scammell in Spitalfields,

London, the Scammell name has survived the decades to

be one of the most famous and diverse names in the

truck manufacturing industry.  The Leyland Group took

over Scammell In 1955 and they utilised ready-made

components to expand the range.  The Highwayman

bonneted 4 x 2 tractor was one of these introductions.

The tractor unit could be configured up to 50 tons and

was complemented by the full range of Scammell trailers.  

We see it here with the new tanker trailer, this time 

registered MVG 817 in 

the livery of Pointer, the 

Norwich based haulage 

company founded by 

Harry Pointer in 1924.  The company was foremost in the

transport of steel sheeting for sections of the London

Underground and was a familiar site on the Norwich

Docks in the 1950s and by the 1960s.

The Scammell Highwayman cab is decorated in dark

green with a beige roof and features the famous Pointer

dog image on the sides of the doors against a yellow

background.  The tanker is also dark green with off-white

lettering along the sides.  Once again, the Pointer logo is

printed across the back.  Additional trim is finished in

black except for silver wheel centres and bumpers.  
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N SCALE
Morris Traveller - Almond Green (Dot Cotton)
Already issued in 1:76 scale, now you are treated to the 1:148

version of the Morris Traveller in Almond Green, registered

459 CFJ.  It is presented with all the same detail, right down

to the signature Morris radiator and Morris Cowley badge on

the front of the bonnet.  The wood effect of our little Traveller

is perfectly reproduced in a light tan and the bodywork is

enhanced with silver trim to the radiator, door handles,

wheels and bumpers.  Dot Cotton would be proud of it!

RT Bus - Browns Blue
Our latest introduction on the 1:148 scale AEC Regent

double decker bus comes in the bright blue livery of

Leicester based Browns Blue Ltd.  From its base in Shaw

Lane, Markfield, our double decker registered KLB 596, 

is heading for Coalville via Barwell, Earl Shilton, Newbold

Verdon.  The side advertising panels, the front ‘eyebrows’ 

and rear of the bus feature a wealth of period advertising.

The top of the platform appears in an earth brown whilst

the bus interior is olive green.  Additional trim is finished

in red and silver.  KLB 596 is fully

restored and resides in

Leicestershire.

Tram - London Transport
Both tram and London Transport vehicle collectors will enjoy

adding this newly decorated closed top tram to their N scale

fleet.  Heading as the No. 38 to Abbey Wood via the Old

Kent Road, the double decker appears in bright red with grey

roof, red staircase and olive brown interior.  The chassis and

pantograph are moulded in black and the London Transport

lettering is printed in gold.  Period advertising along the tram

sides is promoting Walters Palm Toffees on one side and

Littlewoods on the other, rounding off this century old public

transport vehicle.

NEWTram - London Transport
                        SCALE        PRICE
NTR008   1:148  £6.75

NEWMorris Traveller - 
Almond Green (Dot Cotton)
                              SCALE        PRICE
NMMT008  1:148   £4.65

NEWScania T Cab Semi Low
Loader - Sandy Kydd
                              SCALE        PRICE
NTCAB006   1:148  £14.95

Scania T Cab Semi Low Loader - Sandy Kydd
The Scania T Cab Semi Low Loader is a popular part of

the 1:76 scale series, including this Sandy Kydd livery,

which is now scaled down especially for N Scale

enthusiasts.  The Scottish haulier’s bright red and silver

colour scheme is complemented with yellow and black

trim while the flatbed 

section of the trailer is 

painted brown.  The cab, 

with its extensive lightbar on the roof, also boasts

graphics confirming the firm’s roots in Forfar, Scotland,

including the Scottish flag and the Saltire above the cab

windows.  The truck is registered T4 KYD.

NEWRT Bus - Browns Blue
                        SCALE        PRICE
NRT007   1:148  £6.95
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Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
TEl: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

The Oxford Rail products are competitively priced and are not part of the multi-purchasing.  We have other products in development.

AR151 Ferrari Album Part 2: The racing cars: Auto Review often manages to cover a
marque history in one volume which at first sight seems too big for a single publication.  At
other times the task is too difficult, so if there is a logical division, we divide a story over two
or more volumes.  Ferrari has gone into two Albums, AR141 devoted to road cars, and this
publication covering competition cars.  We take up Ferrari competition history after the
Second World War; Enzo wanted to race his cars in his own team, but he knew that, to finance

his dream, he must sell cars to others.  Since the Formula One World Championship was
established in 1950, Ferrari is the only team to compete in every season, though not
always with great success.  The history of Ferrari has filled many great tomes.  We do not
attempt to compete with them; just to encapsulate that history in an accessible form.  

AUTO REVIEW BOOKS £5.95 

AR151
NEW

AR152 Leyland Album Part 1: Lorries & Vans: Leyland Lorries and Vans by John Hanson was
one of the first four Auto Review books, written in 1995, published in 1996.  Nearly a quarter of
a century later we have to update that early publication to 2019 and to current Auto Review
standards, with almost three times as many illustrations, half of them in colour.  There was a
second new volume, Auto Review 154 Leyland Buses and Coaches, promised in 1996, but never
delivered.  John’s original text has been augmented and updated for this volume, with
entirely new text for AR154.  For further Leyland coverage, LDV and the Sherpa light
vans are covered in Auto Review 061, and those Standard vans which were badged as
Leylands are described in Auto Review 047a.  The ex-BMC commercial vehicles which
were adopted by Leyland will be described in Auto Review 163.

AR152
NEW

OR76AR009  1:76 - £114.95
East Kent Adams with Wagons 

Anniversary Set

NEW SET!

NEW MODEL! OR76BOOM03  1:76 - £59.95
WWI Boche Buster
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